OPEN LETTER TO SENATE ANTITRUST
SUBCOMMITTEE
October 1, 2005
U.S. Senate Committee on the Judiciary, Subcommittee on
Antitrust, Competition Policy and Consumer Rights 224 Dirksen
Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
Senator Mike DeWine, (R-Ohio), Chairman
Senator Herbert Kohl (Wisconsin) Ranking Democrat
Senators Joseph R. Biden Jr. (D-Delaware); Sam Brownback (RKansas); Russell Feingold (D-Wisconsin); Lindsey O. Graham
(R-South Carolina); Charles E. Grassley (R-Iowa); Orrin Hatch (RUtah); Patrick J. Leahy (D-Vermont); Charles E. Schumer (DN.Y.); Arlen Specter (R-Pennsylvania)
Esteemed United States Senators---we wish to inquire---when
are you going to deem it appropriate to honor your
responsibility to enforce the Sherman and Clayton Antitrust Acts
and the Commodity Act regarding the manipulation of the silver
price on the COMEX? Your failure to do so is another reason
why Americans are bitterly cynical about their Congress. Please
be advised that this is an open letter and will be viewed in many
foreign nations including Canada, Mexico, South America,
Europe, Australia and the Far East, as well as by Americans
including your constituents. The Commodity Exchange (COMEX)
and its parent, the New York Mercantile Exchange (NYMEX) are
the focal point of antitrust violations, as well as violations of
commodity statutes. The president of the NYMEX as of August
2, 2004 is James Newsome. He arrived at that post as outgoing
chairman of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission
(CFTC).
As chairman of the CFTC he addressed the Silver Users
Association and concluded his speech to them on May 23, 2001,
with the following found at www.cftc.gov/opa/speeches01/opanewsm-20.htm
“I look forward to working with you as we move forward.”

There is no need to detail in this letter the facts as to COMEX
silver trading not being a level playing field; how that, virtually
the sole parties under enforced rules and regulations are longs
and the law is being flouted---that has been abundantly done by
commodity analyst Ted Butler at www.butlerresearch.com
Imagine the uproar if in fall 1979 a man had been installed as
president of the COMEX, who was on record as saying he looked
forward to working with the Hunts! But manipulation is just that,
Senators, whether long, but in today’s case---SHORT.
At www.cftc.gov/opa/press04/opanewsome.resign.htm we read:
"I am very excited to be given the opportunity to serve as
President of the New York Mercantile Exchange. The NYMEX is a
valuable franchise that effectively serves the risk management
and price discovery needs of the energy and metals industries. I
look forward to building on the successes of the Exchange and
have confidence that we will be able to do just that."
When Newsome referred to the metals industries, he cannot
have been speaking of silver producers, for they have been
cheated since the COMEX listed silver in 1963, and more so
since the founding of the CFTC in 1975. We noticed Newsome’s
$145,600 salary as CFTC chairman increased to $1 million plus
bonuses as NYMEX president, starting on August 2, 2004. As
for risk management, what happens when the world starts a run
on COMEX silver because they cannot obtain enough silver
elsewhere?
So pervasive is the desire on the part of banks, governments
and silver users to suppress the silver price, that a high-ranking
official can make what is tantamount to an open declaration of
the matter and no feathers are ruffled in the media. In the
corrupt American financial markets, foxes always guard the
chicken coops. And the loftiest sacrament of our fiscal policy is
suppression of the silver price. An inquiry concerning the Silver
Users Association sent to the American Antitrust Institute
received NO reply www.antitrustinstitute.org Among other
reasons for the silence has to be the fact that they are
interlocked with the Brookings Institution (anti-silver money).

Esteemed Senators, since 1947 the apparent purpose of the
Silver Users Association has been to hold silver prices as low as
possible for their private benefit. To do this they have
repeatedly encouraged dumping of silver by governments
(central banks and treasuries), which practice has been termed
“leasing” though since the metal is consumed, it cannot be
returned in a normal “lease” sense, as was some silver sent
overseas during WWII for coinage purposes. It appears that
over two and one half billion people have been directly
defrauded by silver leasing. That covers America, China, India
and European nations, and others.
In The Mining Congress Journal of February 1943, page 49 there
appeared a paragraph title, “New Organization Seeks to Depress
Silver Price” and we read--“Investigation has disclosed the fact that within the past four
months a new organization has been formed in New York City,
under name of the Silver Users Emergency Committee. It is
made up of jewelers, silversmiths, and other industrial
consumers of silver. This organization is behind the movement
to depress the price of silver, and to establish a precedent of
making Treasury silver a stockpile for their industrial
requirements at 50 cents an ounce.”
This was at a time when Treasury had been paying 64.64 cents
an ounce for silver. The silver users wanted taxpayers and
miners to subsidize them. The silver was for monetary and
defense purposes, not for their use. They should have accessed
silver elsewhere. Banking interests wishing to eradicate silver
as a monetary basis assisted the silver users in getting the
metal on an accelerated agenda after WWII.
What exactly does Mr. Newsome intend to do for the apparent
benefit of the Silver Users Association since in his own words
he admitted to working with them? Is Newsome merely a selfconfessed submissive puppet? Does he intend to deny delivery
to all outside the SUA? On what legal basis do their rights
exceed the rights of others? In a coming delivery failure and
shortages, the SUA will have done its part to cause
manufacturers outside its ranks to be unable to obtain silver,

and those affected manufacturers should bring suit against the
SUA. They should get silver and the SUA should not. Silver
Institute, will you please comment?
Newsome as CFTC chairman was a member of the President’s
Working Group on Financial Markets, along with Sir Alan
Greenspan, British agent, of the Federal Reserve. The
community of interest in suppressing the silver price extends far
deeper than an industrial users group wishing to access
supplies cheaply---so cheaply in fact, that mining concerns and
entire foreign producing economies are harmed over decades
long duration.
The annual silver shortfall cannot continue to be serviced by
lease silver. Those days look to be ending with the apparent
return this fall to China of 27.5 million ounces of silver by
American International Group. That figure cannot possibly be
more than two percent of lease silver dating from the mid to late
1980’s. If more silver must be returned than is known to exist,
heads should roll---especially those of the regulators who
permitted such serious fraud. Those who had nothing to do with
creation of fantastic imbalances understandably refuse to
become sacrifices for the marauding New York financial
community in any potential frenzy to return “leased” silver. It
should be returned at free market rates, causing their
insolvency, and they must not receive taxpayer bailouts nor
should currency plant printing presses be turned on for them.
United States Treasury officials, the fiduciary representatives
of the American taxpayers, coldheartedly defrauded the public
over the years by gifting silver below replacement cost to the
Silver Users Association. Did secret payoffs frequently occur?
Now we hear from the Treasury that it has the power under a
1977 act to seize gold and silver from investors. What is the
plan, Senators---to confiscate our silver and deliver it to the
SUA? I don’t quite see this event taking place because the
scandal would be far too severe. The rest of the world is
watching---the same world that is revolting against dollarization!
How can the Federal Government tell us we are to be stripped of
our silver coins, when the Constitution upon which this nation is
based, mandates citizen use of such coins? The Silver Eagle

program of the U.S. Mint is known worldwide. These facts
cannot be secreted nor can they be repudiated.
Additionally, we are aware that many in Congress and the
Judiciary own gold and silver and other natural resource mining
shares. Congress and the courts can hardly commit such an
outrage as allowing our shares to be “frozen” while theirs
continue to trade freely, making shares much scarcer, turning us
into paupers and themselves into Midases! We do not believe
company managements would be willing to take dividends from
everyone else, in order to pay vastly greater dividends to
shareholders on Capitol Hill. You are going to have to defect
from the globalist banking community and move to the metals
realm if you wish to be financially viable in the future, because
this fake money system is burning itself out. All has been set in
motion, the flames will blaze. Mexico and Argentina are
returning to intrinsically sound metallic money in spite of the
subversive elements battling to prevent it. More people are
catching on daily that they can only protect their savings by
holding it in precious metals.
The Federal government need institute no silver rationing
system. A free market, untampered with, can distribute
resources to where they should go---the highest bidders. In any
tyrannical system of attempted Fascist price controls on silver
you will immediately find that foreign produced silver will not
come to the United States. It will follow its own path elsewhere
to the highest prices offered. We had this lesson in World War
II. We haven’t produced enough silver domestically to meet our
internal needs for generations. One item of intervention alone
should be instituted---members of the Silver Users Association
should be banned from buying silver at open market rates. A
punitive surcharge should be added to their cost because they
have played pivotal role in causing the shortage with chronically
low prices. The surcharge must not go to the Treasury
Department, since they have been accomplices to the long years
of thefts. But they must not receive any silver at all from
domestic sources (mining and disinvestment), until after the
total requirements of those outside their ranks are first met.

Additionally, the users group must be forced to restore the
165.5 million ounce military stockpile, and all the monetary silver
that was once held for certificate redemption and coinage, which
was melted and sold to them in the shady Treasury “auctions”
1967-1970 and before. An International Silver Treaty must be
reached by which those who leased silver must be forced to
return it, to the last gram. If this results in their liquidation, we
shed no tears---they have no one else to fault.
It is well known that bankers are against use of silver as medium
of exchange. Silver would limit their powers because they
cannot “create” silver as credit and paper money are created.
The “scratch of a clerk’s pen in the books of a bank” is money,
said Geoffrey Crowther, World War II editor of The Economist.
Senators, bankers have made so many such scratches that the
world is bleeding from monetary putrefaction, because promises
to pay aren’t payment. The Silver Users Association companies
have relationships with the largest banks in the nation. These
are often called the “bullion banks” such as JPMorganChase,
involved in gold and silver leasing, swaps and derivatives.
A look into the campaign contributions you Senators received
in a recent election cycle shows that Brownback, Hatch, Specter,
Schumer, DeWine and Graham---54% of the Antitrust
Subcommittee---received funds from Bankpac (American
Bankers Association). Talk about tentacles! Bank of America is
another Silver Users Association member and it contributes to
Bankpac. Martin Feldstein heads the anti-silver National Bureau
for Economic Research, headed the anti-silver American
Economic Association and sits on the board of silver price
antagonist American International Group. His wife Kathleen is a
Bank of America director. For Senator Hatch to represent a
state historically pro-silver, then to accept funds from an antisilver organization, is disrespect to all the deceased gentlemen
who once represented that state’s silver contribution. I received
no response from the Utah Mining Association concerning the
nonintervention of Senator Hatch in the COMEX silver swindle.
Because some commodities may not be shortside targets does
not justify silver’s maltreatment. Kennecott is a member of the
UMA and provides Silver Users Association member Tiffany &
Company with at least one million ounces of silver per annum.

Gold Anti-Trust Action committee director Ed Steer has again
taken the silver executives to task for remaining silent on the
COMEX problem, but polymetallic mining managements have
also failed their shareholders.
Receiving contributions from Citigroup were Senators
Brownback, DeWine, Graham, Grassley, Hatch, Schumer and
Specter---63% of the committee members. Citigroup owns
almost 13% of the Mexican banking market through Banamex
and must be very worried over the drive there to restore silver as
money (“Mexico’s Banks Distrusted By Many,” Dallas Morning
News, May 29, 2004, page 9-D). In contrast, do Mexicans distrust
a silver coin in their hand? You know the answer to that.
People are realizing that a precious metal coin stands in relation
to fiat currency in an even better way than a gallon of milk
stands in relation to an empty container.
Sanford Weill head of Citigroup is a Du Pont director, Silver
Users Association member whose internationally known
nickname is “merchants of death.” Arthur Zankel, Citigroup
director, committed suicide on July 28, 2005. Andrall Pearson, a
Citigroup director, has been accused of activities so bizarre and
horrible I will not repeat them here, see
www.etext.org/zines/ASCII/HoE/hoe-0588.txt for details and this
source has yet to be sued for libel.
www.iiipublishing.com/citilord.htm features the article,
“Citibank---Lords of Corruption.” We find a description of
Citigroup’s involvement with narcotics money laundering
(including Mexico) at
www.narconews.com/whitecollarterror1.html What sort of
lunatics are you running with, Senators? Do you care more
about the banks you receive funds from, than about your states?
The old saying comes to mind, “When the Senate roll call is
taken, the members either say “present” or “not guilty.”
Old Chinese opium dealer HSBC, another Silver Users
Association member, owns a similarly large proportion of the
Mexican banking market. Senator Leahy received $38,600 from
Time Warner and $24,650 from General Electric---controlling
major media---the same news organizations who have
intentionally blacked out the news of the Mexican movement for

remonetization of silver in which all 31 Governors united in
support as of November 30, 2004 www.plata.com.mx In contrast
to the deafening silence here, 176 newspaper and magazine
writers of the Journalists Club in Mexico City declared for silver
coinage.
The Mining Congress Journal, September 1939, page 51,
remarked that at the second Western Governors Silver
Conference at Salt Lake City, governors of Utah; Nevada;
Arizona; Idaho; Montana; Colorado; California; Oregon; New
Mexico; and Washington, or their appointed representatives,
reaffirmed the position they first outlined in their first meeting at
Reno, Nevada, on March 29, 1939, the first plank of which read--“We favor a metallic base for United States currency, with the
employment of both gold and silver in such base.”
Contrast that to the bankrupt cellulose litter we get from Crown
agent Alan Greenspan. Speaking of which, since Mr. Bush
announced no tax increase to pay for New Orleans and Gulf
Coast reconstruction, that means we will be hit with more
“inflation tax” by newly issued “money.”
In Senator Kohl we find his namesake Kohl’s Department
Stores has as its primary bank, Bank One, merged into
buccaneer galleon JPMorganChase, from which Senator
Grassley received PAC funds. A foreign-based banking concern
appears in contributions to Senators DeWine, Grassley and
Hatch, that being UBS Americas Fund for Better Government.
UBS is the Union Bank of Switzerland, implicated by silver
analyst Ted Butler as being a probable large-scale issuer of
unbacked silver certificates. Senator DeWine is also a
beneficiary of PAC funds from Mellon Financial Corporation,
whose founding family has controlled five Treasury Secretary
terms during the 20th century. Mellon manages $4.2 trillion (not
billion) in assets and its chairman heads the 2005 Federal
Reserve Advisory Council
www.mellon.com/investorrelations/biographies/mcguinn.html
Another organization contributing to Senators Feingold, Leahy
and Schumer is the National Committee for an Effective
Congress. Founded in 1948 by Eleanor Roosevelt, FDR’s wife,

the NCEC is a front for what is known to increasing numbers of
gold and silver investors as the “paper money mob.” On April
12, 1948, The Pilgrims of Great Britain hosted a dinner in honor
of Eleanor Roosevelt in London. The Pilgrims are the Society
prominently associated with the Bank of England and the
London, Canadian and Australian international banks, as well as
the Federal Reserve System and the New York megabank upper
management and directors. Eleanor Roosevelt’s son John A.
Roosevelt of The Pilgrims was a director of Bache Group in 1980
when the Hunt brothers and their overseas partners were
crushed by COMEX actions causing the silver price to collapse.
John Leslie, head of Bache Group, was also a member of The
Pilgrims, and Bache Group (named after Jules S. Bache of The
Pilgrims) emerged strangely profitable while the Hunts and
Arabs caught fire. Prudential Financial Derivatives bought
Bache Group in 1981. PFD is a Silver Users Association
member and very active in current trading! Its parent, Prudential
Financial, is interlocked with JPMorganChase and also with the
Brookings Institution (opposed to silver money!) Paul Volcker,
ex Federal Reserve chief, is a Prudential director. Theodore
Roosevelt IV was with silver short Lehman Brothers, 1985-1997.
Thomas Finletter of The Pilgrims, former ambassador to NATO,
served as chairman of the National Committee for an Effective
Congress in the 1970’s, and today we find Rivington Russell
Winant on the NCEC board. His father was head of our Social
Security 1935-1937 then became ambassador to Great Britain,
and member of The Pilgrims. His mother Constance was a
member of the New England Russell family associated with Skull
& Bones Society and the old opium trade in China. Helen C.
Vanderbilt, of a founding family of The Pilgrims, is also on
today’s NCEC board. The Vanderbilts host the American
Economic Association (opposed to silver money) at Vanderbilt
University. The apparent mission of the NCEC is to ensure
Congress is effective in maintaining the control of the dynasties
back of the Federal Reserve.
Other connections and relationships of your Subcommittee on
Antitrust are alarming. Senator Feingold received a Rhodes
Scholarship in 1975. Far from being simply a distinguished
educational accolade, the Rhodes Scholars are a powerful

faction of British influence, described in the American Review of
Reviews, May 1902, pages 557-559 as an extension of the
“secret society gradually absorbing the wealth of the world”
(The Pilgrims). As Rhodes himself, financed in ventures by Lord
Rothschild and the Crown, said of the Rhodes Scholars--“I am on the lookout for those who will do the governing of the
nations in the years that are to come.”
The conclusion is the Rhodes Scholars receive marching orders
from higher-ups maintaining a virtually invisible profile---the
financiers who call themselves The Pilgrims and rig the rich lists
just like they rig the markets. The Rhodes trustees are currently
linked to the Crown and the Rothschilds. Arizona Senator
McCain, whose father was a member of The Pilgrims, is a close
associate of Senator Feingold. Senator DeWine was national cochairman of McCain for President in 2000. DeWine’s son Patrick
also received contributions from Citigroup in his campaign to fill
a seat in the House of Representatives. The fact that Patrick
divorced his wife while she was pregnant with a third child, and
married a woman connected with political advertising, is no
scandal at all compared to the rigging of precious metals prices
that affects billions of people.
Senator Specter is a 1956 Yale graduate and we would inquire of
him---which Yale super-fraternity is he a member of (all founded
in association with British-American banking interests and with
ties to the old Chinese opium trade!) As for Senator Kohl, we
see that Herbert Simon of Simon Property Group is a director of
Kohl’s Corporation. SPG is notorious for working with
municipal governments in seizing homeowners’ residences to
expand shopping malls, a matter recently upheld by Supreme
Court Justice David Souter, another Rhodes Scholar. Average
persons should not be allowed to own land, just the baronial
rich (communism/feudalism/New World Order).
Senator Schumer was on the staff of Rhode Island Senator
Claiborne Pell in 1973, who helped the Silver Users Association
and is related to John Howland Gibbs Pell of The Pilgrims,
financier who was chairman of the Colonial Lords of Manors in
the 1970’s, a hereditary organization whose roots trace to British

collaborators in North America (to October 6, 1666 in his case!)
British banking interests have actively worked against use of
silver as money for many generations all over the world. By
demonetizing silver money and installing a paper-spewing
central bank, the British got control of many national
economies.
Senator Leahy is on the board of visitors of the U.S. Military
Academy at West Point, where tremendous quantities of silver
were once stored---now long since consumed by the Silver
Users Association. Are the military personnel of this nation
aware that due to lobbying by the Silver Users Association, we
have no strategic silver reserve for high-tech military
applications? Taxpayers are invariably fair-minded citizens and
will expect those who caused the problem to answer for it--scapegoats are not acceptable!
Senator Biden represents Delaware, a state tightly controlled by
the Du Pont family of silver users, with a long history of
connections to created paper money. Biden has been at a
meeting of Bilderberg, political extension of The Pilgrims
Society to bring transitory politicians into the sphere of
influence. Central bankers are always in attendance at the
blacked out and heavily guarded meetings, representing
institutions that have leased silver and gold to suppress the
price. Senator Brownback was on the staff (1990-1991) of Carla
Hills, U.S. Trade Representative who helped export America’s
manufacturing base. The Trilateral Commission conducted
most of that sabotage. Two members of The Pilgrims---David
Rockefeller and his Harvard roommate, George S. Franklin Jr,
founded it in 1973 and Carla Hills is a member.
Your Subcommittee on Antitrust oversees the Federal Trade
Commission and more importantly, the Justice Department,
where the Attorney General is supposed to bring antitrust
actions against responsible parties when appropriate. How can
the Justice Department, and your Subcommittee, perform your
proper functions of enforcing the law, when you are under SO
much influence from financial interests determined to forever
destroy silver and gold as monetary metals? This presents the
spectacle of a three-ring circus to the entire world. It’s shocking

that other nations are closer to free market trading conditions
than the United States. Immediately after the twin towers
collapsed in September 2001, banking interests rushed to pile
on naked shorts in silver, when some 40 million ounces was
temporarily buried under the rubble, none of it deliverable.
Gold has similarly been manipulated to unrealistic low levels in
the insane drive to make fiat money absolute. The Gold AntiTrust Action Committee features highly informed parties whom
you should interview in public sessions www.gata.org
As for silver leasing or dumping, it has been taking place for
generations before the Hunt silver bubble. Francis Brownell,
chairman of American Smelting & Refining, in his article “The
Silver Situation,” that appeared in the Mining Congress Journal
for September 1930, remarked (page 680) --“Governments pursue the policy of throwing silver upon the
market whenever prices strengthen.”
That statement was an uncanny parellel to Greenspan’s
infamous remark as to central banks standing ready to lease
gold in increasing amounts should the price of gold rise! The
time for these paper money supporting games is ending. In
another desperation bid to save the fiat U.S. dollar, is the Bush
administration planning to “nuke Iran” before March 2006, when
a competing petroleum exchange is due to open there? Do they
plan for oil to be traded in gold rather than in dollars? Our
foreign and domestic policy will become healthy again only
when the Council on Foreign Relations is no longer used as a
staffing agency for the State Department, Treasury and many
Federal agencies.
To you Senators we say, if you have a trace of conscience left
after unfathomable associations with such Mephistophelean
elements, save yourselves from the full wrath of the public by
disassociating yourselves from the corrupt soft money bloc.
Take appropriate action against continued attempts by central
banks and the associated megabanks to depress precious
metals prices. We have been living a full-blown delusion since
1971, that paper money by itself is wealth. Please take a prompt
from your Mexican counterparts and if you believe in God, as

you express varying religious affiliations, we warn you, do not
go to your graves protecting corruption!
Mexican Congress member Martha Camarena says of
silver---“we are going to have, once again, a money that is our
own.” Another Mexican Congress member, Jose Gonzalez
Garza, comments---“there is a dollar crisis coming, and we must
be prepared; this silver coin can very well be the lifesaver for the
Mexican economy.”
Gold and silver investors as well as taxpayers the world over are
weary of flimsy sham fiat money that continually depreciates
because it is bogus. Mexico is the focal point for monetary
purification. A booklet called “The Silver Coin In Mexico” by
Hugo Salinas-Price, leading businessman and organizer of the
Mexican Civic Association for Silver, is being distributed
through channels worldwide. It features the Mexican Congress
members just quoted. Soon it will not matter that the American
media refuses to cover the Mexican silver movement! The
morally lifeless news networks will be pushed aside as paper
money fails and real money returns. The so-called “Amero,”
intended fiat currency for a North American Union of U.S.,
Canada and Mexico by 2010, is running into a terminal
obstruction with any proposed silver remonetization!
Nevada Senator Patrick McCarran, speaking at the American
Mining Congress conference in Salt Lake City, remarked (Mining
Congress Journal, December 1942, page 21)--“There are those countries in which teeming millions exist that
know only silver as a basic money. Today, the people of India
have raised the price of their silver, and are imploring that we
send more silver to them. Today, in France, the masses of the
people of France are praying---clamoring for silver. I will tell you
why. Those governments have issued paper money, paper
money, paper money, until the masses of the people of the
subjugated countries have lost faith in controlled currency,
because they know the printing press runs on forever, and they
have gone through a period in their history when they could
hold a bale of the paper in their hand, and couldn’t get a loaf of
bread for it, but the fellow with a little piece of silver coin tucked

away in his pocket could buy the necessities of life; and so the
teeming millions of the world are asking for silver.”
Senators of the Subcommittee on Antitrust, the Mexican people
are returning to silver money, and the banking interests you shill
and marionette for cannot prevent it. Sufficient silver will be
consumed in Mexico for domestic coinage that the supply of
1,000-ounce deliverable bars off the COMEX will contract. That
added to mounting investment demand will break the back of the
shorts and users. Will you commit political suicide by refusing
to halt the naked short selling of silver in Manhattan? This thing
is going to blow up!
When banking interests determined to exterminate silver and
gold as money routinely sell short on paper far more silver than
could possibly be represented by legitimate hedging, and
antitrust officials take no action save rudely issued denial of the
problem, or refusal to reply; when only one traded commodity
has an industrial users association working to hold the price
low, and encourages governments to dispose of the silver
supposedly owned by the inhabitants of their respective nations
at fire sale prices; when rights of mining companies and their
shareholders are trampled upon; when all major media in
America black out news of the Mexican silver initiative; when
lives of military personnel are imperiled due to the industrial
users lobby looting the silver reserve for stupid fripperies such
as grossly overpriced jewelry; and when, in horrific escalation of
the crass travesty, a Federal official who says he wants to work
with the cartel, is elevated to the presidency of the exchange
that oversees silver trading, the informed investors and
concerned taxpayers of the United States, and the world, look on
in stunned dismay at the monumental corruption and remind
you Senators that in refusing to act to reign in the abusive
practices, you are verifying that your refusal to follow the law is
proof that your associations and the contributions you receive,
are the reason why! As the COMEX silver scandal erupts, your
constituents will hold you answerable for the criminality! We are
truly thankful to not be in any of your shoes when that time of
reckoning arrives. Liability for the financial savagery that takes
place will be laid at the doorstep of every regulator who failed to

act---yourselves, the CFTC, the Attorney General, the spooky
New York Attorney General and others.
The fix in on the silver price is the most fantastic situation in the
history of ANY market. Many rich folks, members of "outer ring"
organizations, must have received instructions long ago to not
buy any silver, because a runaway silver price and widespread
use of silver as money could spell the END of fiat currency. In
sending numerous messages to active and retired military
officers, I have yet to receive one response concerning the
depletion of the U.S. military silver stockpile. Over 20 officials of
the national headquarters of the Veterans of Foreign Wars
declined a response, except one who was seething because I
“shotgunned” my message to everyone there. It is a great
infamy that military officials are more interested in covering up
this scandal, than in acting to assure supply of strategic war
material. Senator Leahy, take note! “Dereliction of duty”
applies to all these military personalities! It is clear that the fix
on the silver price extends to the military. Numerous members
of the bankers Council on Foreign Relations are Generals,
Admirals and Colonels. A few who move higher up become
members of The Pilgrims---the “World Money Power,” agents for
the paper money mob.
To all concerned who read this open letter, please distribute it as
far across the Internet as you can, in order that these Senators
cannot dodge responsibility for allowing the COMEX naked
silver shorting disgrace. On behalf of the sound money
movement, Charles Savoie.

